Charlotte City Council

Environment Committee
Meeting Summary for March 5, 2108

COMMITTEE AGENDA TOPICS
I.

Subject:
Action:

Storm Water Policy Review
None

COMMITTEE INFORMATION
Present:
Guest:
Time:

Dimple Ajmera, Larken Egleston, Matt Newton, Gregg Phipps, Braxton
Winston
Ed Driggs & Tariq Bokhari
12:00 to 1:57 p.m.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Agenda
2. Storm Water Policy Review.ppt

DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS
Chairwoman Ajmera called the meeting to order and asked everyone in the room to introduce
themselves. She stated that the committee will review the Storm Water Policy and reminded
everyone that there was no fee increase in FY2017 or FY2018. Also, there is about a $1M total
unfunded repair list that includes our “C” category which we will be discussed later in the
presentation. She stated that it is very important that we solve it this year. She then turned it
over to Assistant City Manager Kim Eagle.
Mrs. Eagle pointed out that the committee meeting has two hours dedicated to discuss key
policy choices for the Storm Water program and have a conversation around the scope of the
program. She recognized that some conversations would be had around dollar implications but
that will be a deliberate conversation to come later as part of the budget process relative to a rate
increase. The policy choices in this discussion will center largely on those “C” category
projects. She reminded the committee that Council made the decision back in FY2016 to stop
adding to the C list so we still have that body of C’s which is around 4,200; however, after
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doing some analysis that number is more realistically around 2,000 that are still sitting on that
list.
Egleston: Is that because people are rectifying them themselves?
Eagle: Yes, you are absolutely right or the property owner has changed or no longer concerned,
or the property owner took action themselves. So there are a variety of reasons. (Mrs. Eagle
introduced Mike Davis, Kruti Desai, Darryl Hammock and Jennifer Smith and turned the
presentation over to them.)
City Engineer Mike Davis thanked the committee for the opportunity to discuss the program
and stated that today is about the scope of the work and if you look at the whole framework, we
do not have enough resources to match the services that we have in the program. There are
really only two ways we can deal with it – one is on the money side and one is on the scope
side. Mr. Davis began reviewing “Storm Water Services Program” presentation (copy attached).
Mr. Davis discussed the purpose of the committee’s review, reminded the Committee of
discussions had during the last few committee meetings and previously requested actions. Some
feedback that was given during the prior Environment Committee was that they thought there
would be some value in a cost share program to deal with low priority projects. Mr. Davis stated
that he wanted to test that with this committee and also wanted to tee up what will later become
budget conversations to show the relationship between how you will fund things versus what
that does for the city.
Phipps: Was the cost share program introduced at the previous Environment Committee?
Davis: We have never proposed this. By the time we concluded the 3 Environment Committee
conversations last year some of the feedback we heard was it might be easiest to get rid of this
lowest priority “C” work if there can be some sort of cost share program. There was a question
raised at our last meeting around what exactly is the task of this committee with this topic and
was decided it is to review the Storm Water Services Program to determine if it has the correct
scope of work and considering possible changes.
Phipps: Was that the same purpose of the previous committee?
Davis: Yes.
Ajmera: I was part of this committee last year and we were presented with options around
whether we need C’s and do we continue to keep C’s and what does that mean in terms of the
fee increase and do we explore the option of the cost sharing which is something new that staff
will probably touch upon as they go along with the presentation. This has a lot more detailed
information than what I have seen in the past from last year’s committee meeting.
Phipps: I think that’s a diplomatic way to say that you all chose not take any action and the fact
that we are now in effect unhappy that more of a different action was not taken in 2017.
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Ajmera: I think Mr. Phipps makes a good point. It’s very important for us not to keep deferring
this problem on down the road. I do want us to come up with a solution. It is important that we
set clear expectations as to what does it mean for our Storm Water Program. There are calls that
we get and there has been some research done by Kruti Desai that requests come in for AI’s and
A’s and B’s, not necessarily for C’s.
Davis: For a quick reflection on the key events that have happened leading up to today, we have
traced this conversation back to June 2017 through the budget adoption. That was the second
consecutive year with a zero increase and came with that referral that I just described about
reviewing the program scope.
(Council member Driggs joined the meeting)
Phipps: At what meeting did we decide not to take any real action last year? I noticed that the
third meeting (referencing slide 4) was held after the election so I am trying to figure out when
was the decision? Did we decide back in August that we were not going to make a decision on
it, or was it decided in November?
Davis: The staff recommendation came forward only in that third meeting and we did not get
action in that meeting. That was the first time the committee had heard the staff
recommendation.
Driggs: I just wanted to mention to Mr. Phipps, we had just increased the Storm Water rates by
15% the year before. We didn’t have a plan yet nor had the discussion we need to have now, so
that really was just an OK, we’re going to work on this and come up with an answer and
meanwhile didn’t change the fee, and here we are.
Mrs. Kruti Desai continued reviewing the presentation reminding the committee the difference
between Storm Water and Charlotte Water, as well as the 2015 study that was done to review
the storm water program which said the program is efficient and effective. There was discussion
around the challenges of a growing city and this city has doubled in size. Ms. Desai stated that
they had previously talked about our community needs and pointed out the two maps, one with
funded projects all throughout the city and another one that is unfunded. The new work is
outpacing production with the resources that we currently have.
Mrs. Desai reviewed the various classifications and stated that the highest priority is AI’s,
which are basically visible holes or failures in the streets in the public right-of-way (ROW) and
created a public safety concern. The A’s are the next classification which is flooding in the
street and failures outside of the ROW. Then B’s are failing infrastructure and flooding that is
further away from homes.
Mrs. Desai showed examples of projects completed over the years and explained the examples
of the different classifications. She also reminded the committee that the Storm Water fee does
pay for service around your property, but that fee is also going to service around streets that you
drive every day. It’s not just for service on your property.
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Phipps: Does Charlotte Water and Storm Water both have stream blockage responsibilities to
repair?
Jennifer Smith: Yes.
Phipps: So a sinkhole on someone’s property is considered what classification?
Desai: A sinkhole would be a B on private property, or an A, depending on how far it is from
the structure.
Ajmera: Depending on the sinkhole, if it’s going to further damage infrastructure, could it be
rated differently?
Desai: Yes, there is an AI that could jump in front of another AI depending on the severity and
location of failure.
Egleston: On the slide showing Alleghany, was that caused by a failure of a piece of our
infrastructure or their own?
Desai: Their own.
Egleston: If it were a pipe that we installed, would that same issue have been an A?
Desai: It could still be a B if it’s further away from the building, but we would call it a B with
an easement, so if the city has an easement it would prioritize it differently than the B without
an easement.
Egleston: So, we are intentionally prioritizing things that were caused by our own equipment?
Desai: Yes.
Phipps: These B projects, even if they are unfunded, they still would have a higher rating and no
work would be done on C projects until the B projects are done?
Desai: Right now, correct. You are probably getting calls about these type projects. These are
the ones you are hearing more because they can see the hole getting bigger.
Ajmera: What is the average time you will get to these, at this point?
Desai: If it is on private property, for a B we are looking at close to 9 to 10 years. AI’s are close
to under 2 years depending on how bad it is and A’s are probably close to 6 or 7 years, but this
fluctuates because if you have a B with an easement that will be higher than an A without an
easement. So it’s a different answer for some of those.
Driggs: It’s worth noting though that critical situations get immediate attention so one of the
reasons we have problems with a lot of these other priorities is because a lot of time is spent just
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rushing to the scene of something that demands immediate attention.
Winston: Do we have a streamlined kind of mentality of how to work on these projects and
linking some of these A, B, C’s and AI’s together?
Desai: As far as the piping, yes, we absolutely look at the systems that are connecting to it as
we are designing this and making sure we are addressing this.
Jennifer Smith: As an engineer is assigned a project, they are going to look and see if there are
other requests that may not be as high priority as that one to see if we can address multiple
requests for service with the project. What we don’t want to do is grow the project so big that
now we are a multi-million project but we want to make sure that we aren’t missing a request
that’s one property next door or right downstream from the one we are working on. So we do
evaluate that and define the scope of that project as we are evaluating that request for service.
Daryl Hammock continued the presentation and provided details of the C projects. He reviewed
in the example slides showing C classification projects. Mr. Hammock stated that they did a
quick investigation in 2016 of about 400 which is about 10% of the properties that have a C
request on them. In about 20% of those investigated were actually in worse condition initially
and they were reclassified to an A or a B. About 50% were found to have no work necessary;
either the homeowner had fixed it, the homeowner did not want the work done any longer or did
not represent a qualifying problem any longer. Only about 30% of those C’s still remain a C.
Ms. Desai stated that Storm Water gets over 2,000 calls a year. Out of those calls, Council may
hear from your constituents we average maybe 50 calls. Last year, Storm Water got about 4
calls last year for the C classification. She stated that those calls are still important and one thing
that has been talked about is doing is a cost share program. Staff proposes, based upon an 8%
fee increase, $5M over 5 years to be allocated for a cost share pilot program for C requests.
This would include that the property owner would share the total cost of the project, they would
donate their easements and then become a future city maintenance responsibility.
Implementation would include evaluating and ranking the fee requests that have called in about
the program since July 2015, so we have had about 30 callbacks. We will add that program
information to our website and would not initiate the program until January 2019. Staff wants to
make sure they work out the criteria and how they would address it.
Egleston: Would the City have a list of approved contractors that essentially a homeowner
could employ?
Desai: That would be part of our program. We can send them to a website with approved
contractors.
Egleston: We would want to vet the people we are paying to do this work and make sure it was
part of our Business Inclusion program if possible.
Desai: Yes.
Phipps: Would this be a case that even if you have a high priority profile of projects that are
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unfunded, this would supersede those requests?
Davis: Yes. It would work as a set aside, it becomes its own program and different from that
regular repair list so that $5M of those 5 years during that pilot period would be committed
towards the C’s in a cost share program. It takes away our ability to do other projects. We’ll
show you that on some charts in a minute.
Driggs: We have a program now that says the City will pay 50% if the owner pays 50% and, to
my knowledge, nobody has actually done that. What we are saying in this case, the C’s, nobody
gets C service. The whole list is just canceled, right? And, on the other hand if you want you
can fund the project, get some support from us and get a commitment from us to do the
maintenance of that sight in the future. So, what level of commitment is that? Do they become
the future C’s or is that commitment also separately funded? I assume that’s meant to be a
benefit to them where you say give us an easement and then we’ll be responsible in the future.
But, that hasn’t done much for them if you happen to be a C.
Davis: A couple of thoughts. 1) You’re correct in pointing out the city has a cost share of 50-50
which will let someone elevate their standing on the list and you are right that it’s not popular
because of the expensive fees and repairs are typically too expensive for a single homeowner to
take on. We have conceived how this program will work, we said the program will not be
successful because it’s so expensive people won’t use it. Neither is it so successful for someone
who is so discounted so severely that we are shifting our priority and our resources to a low
priority work. The $5M set aside for 5 years, the idea is if we heard from 36 or so people since
we discontinued them, we think we could take on that many and maybe up to 50 people over 5
years with this kind of cost share program. Without that easement piece, we don’t think there is
a legal foundation for that program. If we are trying to get rid of our lowest priority work and
we need to have a cost share, then we will need an easement.
Driggs: What would have been the situation if we actually performed the service as a C priority
before?
Davis: It would have been an easement. We would have created an easement for that.
Driggs: Alright. Is that likely to be regarded by many property owners as a concession or are
they benefiting from the entitlement to future service?
Davis: We would view that as a benefit to the property owner.
Driggs: Do you have a concept of what that percentage is? The split?
Davis: We are thinking it would be greater than 50%, somewhere in the 80-90% range. What
we don’t know is when you go and create that kind of a discount, 1) we don’t know the average
cost of a C. We have some pretty decent ranges. Some can be fairly expensive, but they can
range up to $100,000. If we create a cost share program that has a very heavy cost share on the
city’s part that keeps a low cost to the property owner and we may encourage more demand in
that program than we really wanted to do. We don’t think it’s success if we are diverting more
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and more resources to low priority work. The idea is, we will take 6 months after budget options
with that set aside, make contacts back to the people who showed interest over the last few
years and gauging those problems, what are they going to cost and what that cost share
threshold is when that program starts to make some sense.
Driggs: Is that $5M a year or $5M total?
Davis: That’s $5M, $1M every year over 5 years.
Driggs: And you have a half-billion dollar problem right now. How big a difference can $5M
make?
Davis: The fact that we think that half of them will go away upon reinvestigation. Some will
get worse and about 20% will remain to qualify.
Driggs: Even if you had 20% or whatever it is, you are still looking at a majority funding by the
city. It feels like it will take $50M just to do that. So, how do we get there with $5M?
Davis: The original concept of the $5M was it grew out of some discussion about a surcharge
that we will show in a minute. Hypothetically, what happens if you get dollars from different
sources? There was a discussion about what could a $25.00 one-time fee do that generates
around $5M and what that lets you do is we are thinking about 50 projects and, based on our
historical and recent history on who we think is even interested in this, we think it gets us
working effectively with people we are hearing from. Clearly, we can’t go back out and interact
with 4,000 people, who over a 25-year period created that list; we are nowhere near funded for
that. But, we think $5M lets us deal with that subset of people paying enough attention to those
C’s that they are interacting with us to expect some service.
Egleston: As a general policy I don’ know if like seeing 5-year pilot programs. To me, a pilot
program is fail fast, proceed fast, adapt and then scrape it or ramp it up. I don’t know if that is
effective.
Ajmera: This is just a program they are suggesting. It’s not something we have to move forward
with. Obviously, it is going to be up to the Council as to how we want to expand our service
moving forward and convert to eliminate C’s and raise the message we want to send to our
residents. We can change the scope of the program and figure out how we want to develop this
program.
Winston: What is the intended effect of this program? Will it be to reduce the overall time it
takes to deal with overall projects with Storm Water? How do we say at the end of this pilot
program however many years it is whether this is a success and we want to continue and remap
his up? At what point do we say this is a failure? What are we trying to do?
Davis: I think success for us would be that we get some takers on the program. We find that the
cost share makes them realize they want to go for it and fix the problem they wanted us to fix.
We stopped qualifying C’s a few years ago. So, the longer we get into that list, I do think there
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is a diminished expectation about what the city’s commitment is to do those C’s. I think Council
will have a choice as to whether or not they want to continue the program and it could be a way
to measure success if all the people loved this. For a small set aside we can give people what
somebody wants. To me, a better success would be as we are not qualifying those new C’s and
the phone is not ringing and there have only been 36 in the last two years, but we aren’t’ having
those calls come in and we have satisfied those citizens who feel like they were still promised
something and we will still work with them but that now we can focus on the AI’s, A’s and B’s.
(Council member Matt Newton joined the meeting.)
Bokhari: Do the top 20 cities do this?
Hammock: Very little.
Phipps: Putting it into practical examples, in my district we have a homeowner who called about
some sinkholes. They did come out and put in cameras and found out that the pipe was
erroneously installed by the developer but the statute of limitations had expired. So he’s going
to pay thousands of dollars to get it fixed and now we have a major project going on in that
same area. Was this an accumulative effect with several homeowners, but now it’s turned into
an A1?
Smith: One of the main things we haven’t talked about is the way that you actually get on the
list. The first and foremost thing is you have to receive runoff from a public street. In the
instance of that back yard, they did not receive runoff from a public street, so, therefore, right
off the bat, they did not qualify for service.
The next thing we look at is what’s the problem and does the problem fit in the AI, A, B. If it
does, then you get on the list and you qualify for service. Then we prioritize each of those lists
for those categories whether you have or not have an easement on your property, because even
the easement on your property, if that easement is with us, the city has a higher liability of
responsibility of doing that work and maintaining that system and making sure it is effective.
So, first and foremost, you must receive runoff from a public street. If you don’t, you are
automatically told we are not putting you on the list.
Mr. Davis continued the presentation and discussed the impact of a surcharge and different fee
scenarios. He stated that this is not a budget conversation or proposing any sort of assumptions.
In order to understand the policy choice like C’s, it helps to understand the magnitude of
tradeoffs. Storm Water and Charlotte Water use very similar approaches to how we do financial
modeling. We always try to look out 10 years and with all kinds of assumptions being made.
Driggs: If we have a fee increase of 8% and then 6% annual increases indefinitely, all we are
going to do is get back to the same place we are in now, in 2040?
Davis: That is true.
Driggs: I just wanted to clarify. Six percent per year every year that compounds to a lot.
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Ajmera: That’s why we have an opportunity here to make the decision in terms of adjustment
of our scope and also helps us address all of this deficit we are seeing here of almost $1B. It is
important that we make some sort of decision.
Egleston: Even if we eliminate the C’s, it doesn’t show us pacing to catch up with even still
remaining AI’s, A’s and B’s.
Winston: We could put $1B behind us and we wouldn’t have necessarily the capacity to get
this work done. With a lot of the big problems that we have here in Charlotte, there seems like
there is some space here for some type of big private partnership. I see a lot of demand for work
to be done but we don’t have the framework to get this kind of work done. Even if we had the
money, we don’t have the contractors that can do this work right now.
Davis: What we are talking about today does not solve the problem. What the series of
committee discussions have been about is the first best piece of the puzzle because it’s the
lowest hanging fruit in terms of thinking about what our backlog represents against something
that we don’t think has actually worked that we should be spending dollars on. We think it’s the
right move to make. At our last meeting we discussed what could happen if we do a
comprehensive Storm Water Plan with the idea in mind being we need to be testing more than
just how we are handling minor repairs but also other portions of our program, such as things of
a regulatory nature or communications. Part of what we are chasing on our charts is the
headwind of cost escalation and things breaking faster than we are fixing. The rate of new
requests coming in has gone up about 5% per year and cost escalation in a normal year might be
3 but it’s higher than that now.
Driggs: Do I understand correctly that if we were to go with the cost share program, the red line
goes away?
Davis: Yes, it goes away and we maintain a separate C list.
Driggs: Yes, I get it, but the point is you are addressing the A’s and the B’s and what we have
done, we are going to take 4,000 service requests that will just cruise along in parallel the work
that is really getting done down below and we will write them off. And, we are allocating
against the several hundred millions of dollars at that obligation or commitment. We are
allocating $5M. I’m a little worried about that. We have a burden of past Councils to let this
situation evolve to this point and even though no one here was involved at the time, I think we
have a greater responsibility in $5M to those C’s. We are weighing the disappointment of 4,000
people against the political impact of leveling Storm Water fees to give them sufficient and
meaningful relief. That’s the choice. I think $5M is a paltry starting point for trying to absolve
ourselves from a responsibility that we did assume and it runs into the hundreds of millions.
The other thing is, 6% per year and the arc that that follows, you are out somewhere in nevernever-land before you actually see any solution, so, even if we did this, we don’t have the
ability to say that you can be confident, if you live long enough, you’ll see us get back to where
we were. We need confidence about our ability to get current with these service requests. The
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way this is proposed, you go out 10 years, and the backlog continues to increase even while you
are increasing rates. This is a tough story to tell the public. I don’t see the tier structure of rates
in here as being up for negotiation at all. Is that part of the deliberation?
Ajmera: That should be part of the Budget Committee discussion.
Davis: We have not proposed that as part of this work.
Mr. Davis continued the presentation and reviewed the staff recommendation slide. He stated
that the staff recommendation is to remove ‘C’ requests from regular minor repair list, and
create a pilot cost-share program for ‘C’ requests funded at $5M over 5 years, (based on 8% fee
increase). As discussed earlier, these terms can be varied based on the right definition of that
program.
Egleston: If we approve staff’s recommendation number 1, will there be some notification going
out to those 4,000 requests or would they find out if they were to reach out to us again?
Ajmera: It would go to full Council first.
Egleston: If Council approves it, do the 4,000 ‘C’ requests get notified that this decision was
made and these are not in the pipeline to be fixed, but potentially if we also approve as a
Council, recommendation number 2? Or would it be that people would find out about this as
they called and say what has happened to my ‘C’ and, we’d say it’s not on the list anymore but
we now have this cost share option.
Ajmera: Are there any specific C’s that we would have gotten, for example, out of 4,000, maybe
2,000 folks are still interested and nature has taken its course and fixed the issue that existed 10
years ago? What I am concerned about is there might be a resident who waited 10 years and
here they have just come to the 10th year and they are expecting this. What is the number you
are looking at as we make that decision?
Davis: Candidly, what we thought about these recommendations is that they work as a pair,
because we have brought the first recommendation and the feeling is we need to have
something to supplement that. We can’t just take them off the list. So when we think about
notification, we were not thinking about going back at this point and telling them we have taken
them off the list. We wanted to talk with them about the first and second part and the cost share.
We also thought we are not going to call 4,000 people (some have moved elsewhere). We have
had only 36 people who have called us in the last 2-3 years about C’s; we know we have to
contact them. There is probably some more filtering we can do to the list that helps us
understand what makes sense to reach out to those people.
Egleston: So, some will be proactive and some will be reactive. You’ll be dealing with them as
they come?
Ajmera: Also, with the cost share program, the one that you presented to the committee, we
don’t necessarily have to take a vote on both items today. If you feel comfortable, we could take
a vote on just one if that’s all.
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Egleston: He just said they need to be a pair.
Ajmera: We could keep vetting number 2 and modify based on the committee’s
recommendation as this is the first time I’ve heard of the cost share program. If the pilot
program is over 5 years, if that is a concern, we could modify that. Again, it’s not that we have
to make those decisions today.
Driggs: What we are really doing is telling the C’s that in lieu of the service that they originally
thought they would get, they will now have an opportunity to apply for a cooperative program
with the city. That message needs to go out. There are a lot of discouraged C’s who probably
called four or five times six years ago. So you can’t rely on the fact that there are only 36 people
left. I think everybody needs to be notified that you’re a C, you’re on the list and therefore you
are eligible to be considered for the program.
Regarding the cost share program, you should consider that people who are prepared to pay for
the mitigation on their sites would get a declining percentage depending on how long they had
been on the list to reflect the fact that some of them have been waiting a long time and others
not. I think that needs more work, but maybe what the committee should be considering is the
basic question: are we going to take away the eligibility for service of all the C’s on the list?
And, are we going to offer them something instead which is the pilot program? I would add to
this, too, that this committee today having heard what this committee did, there should be
another recommendation that says we consider the annual rate increase that is needed in order to
get this program on its feet. This is what you indicated to us today. We don’t have to name a
number. If you look at 12%, which actually causes the service requests to go down over 12
years to almost nothing, that’s more than triple. If you increase over 10 years by 1½ times you
are on the 9% line. Since you have given all this to the committee, I think the committee should
say that the full Council should consider what rate increase is appropriate in order to get us
back. I just don’t want us to walk away from this year and then be right back next year with the
problems.
Winston: I think we still need to do something to deal with C’s in the future. Maybe it’s not
under our purview directly, but C’s can turn into A’s and B’s. The C’s can be dangerous. I agree
that the $5M in 5 years doesn’t do enough to impact the problems that we have so I’d like to see
a stouter program.
Ajmera: I hear consensus on number 1 but number 2 needs a little bit more work around what
we offer.
Newton: Maybe look at a sub-classification of C’s based upon the severity of the situation on a
sliding scale, so including a sliding scale based upon how long a complainant has waited. I had
a questions/chart pertaining to slide 35. It appears to me when I look at this, we are getting back
to square one, but for the zero percent increases in 2017 and 2018, we are still not even there.
The original plan back in 2016 would have had the rate of $10.74. If we adopt the 8.666 model,
we are still $0.27 below that. I would be interested in seeing what the actual rates would be with
some of these more aggressive percentages.
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Davis: What the final fee would be in those scenarios?
Newton: Yes. I’m interested to see how all that stacks up against the original plan and then what
overages there would be.
Ajmera: Overall, I think as a committee we do have to confess that there has got to be some
program to give relief to those 4,000 households we have in our existing C list. It still needs
some work. That’s the decision we have to make.
Egleston: I agree with that. I would like to see the average actual cost in a dollar amount.
Ultimately, that is what citizens are going to care about. I do think we should change the words
around removal versus invite current C requests to participate in a cost share program. I’m
happy to take friendly amendments, but I think to somewhat address Council member Driggs’
statement of the $5M is kind of paltry and my saying 5 years is a pilot, I would propose that
same $5M and do it over 2 years and actually make it a pilot program where we can, after year 1
and year 2, say this is how it is going and do we need to increase that or say it’s not working
and we just scrap the whole thing.
Ajmera: If staff can take some of these recommendations discussed and work on the cost share
programs more that would be great. In terms of the fee increase, the Environment Committee
will only make the decision on the scope of the work. Fee increase is left to our Budget
Committee.
The committee had more conversation around acting on the staff recommendation presented.
After further discussion the committee decided not to make a recommendation on the staff
recommendations but directed staff to revise the language in item 1 based on the discussion and
to vet the cost-share program for C’s more and bring back to the next Environment Committee
to review. No action was formally taken on the staff recommendation.
Chairwoman Ajmera adjourned the meeting at 1:57 p.m.
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Storm Water Policy Review
Staff Resource: Mike Davis, Engineering & Property Management
Kruti Desai, Engineering & Property Management
Staff will present additional data and information on the Storm Water program and review
specific policy choices the Committee has concerning the scope of the program moving forward.
These policy questions were previously referred to the Environment Committee for resolution
prior to the conclusion of the FY2019 budget process.
Action: Finalize recommendation for Full Council.
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Purpose of Committee Review

Purpose of Committee Review:
Review the Storm Water Services Program to
determine if it has the correct scope of work and
consider any possible changes.

2

Overview

Presentation Outline
1) Review of Previous Meetings
2) Overview of Minor Repair Projects (Ai’s, A’s, B’s, C’s)
3) Introduce a Cost Share Pilot Program
4) General Funding Options
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Recent Council Activity
Date

Event

Note

6/12/17

Budget Adoption

2nd consecutive 0% fee increase
and referral to committee

8/14/17

Environment
Committee #1

Review of program goals

9/18/17

Environment
Committee #2

Review of unfunded projects:
C’s and private property work

11/13/17

Environment
Committee #3

Fee relationship to unfunded
projects

2/2/18

Council Retreat

Preview of Storm Water Services
budget needs

2/19/18

Environment
Committee #4

Abbreviated program review

3/5/18

Environment
Committee #5

Consider elimination of C’s as a
modification to program scope

3/29/18

Budget Committee

4/11/18

Budget Workshop

Present funding options based on
program scope

4

4

Previously Requested Actions

On November 13, 2017, staff recommended the following
actions to the Environment Committee:
Action #1 (abbreviated) – ‘C’ Requests
Sustain 2015 practice to no longer qualify classification ‘C’
requests and close requests that no longer require corrective
action.
(Staff is evaluating a new cost share option to address requests
from citizens still expecting service.)
Action #2 – Private Property Benefit Only Projects
Discontinue qualification of new projects for work that only
benefits private property.
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Review of Previous Meeting

• Storm Water and Charlotte
Water as separate functions
• Program underwent major
review in 2015
• Challenges of a growing and
aging system

6

Review of Previous Meeting (cont.)

• Needs are community-wide
• New work is outpacing production
• Fee scenarios can be modeled to
predict impact on unfunded
projects
7

Storm Drainage System Priorities

AI

Failing drainage infrastructure
in publicly maintained streets and
the public right-of-way

A

Failing drainage
infrastructure
near or flooding
of a house or
commercial
building as well
as flooding of a
publicly
maintained
street

B

Other failing
drainage
infrastructure,
pipe and stream
blockages. Also,
under certain
conditions
flooding of
driveways,
crawlspace and
accessory
structures
8

AI Service Request Classification

9

AI – Example Project
Sam Drenan Rd
•
•

Before

Metal pipe culvert (install approx. 1961)
failed under a major street
Less than 1 year to fix

After
10

AI – Example Project
201 Crompton Street
•
•

Roadway and shoulder caving in due to defective
corrugated pipe culverts under street
< 1 year to address

Before

After
11

A Service Request Classification
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A – Example Project
715 Plaza Walk
•
•
•

Sinkhole in public right-of-way
Caused by a failed storm drain system from
street
3 years to address

Before

During

After
13

B Service Request Classification
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B – Example Project
4706 Sahalee Ln
•
•

Sinkhole caused by a collapsed
42” HDPE pipe
5 years to complete

Before

During
After

15

B-Example Project
1526 Alleghany
•
•
•
•

Sinkhole developed in lower
parking lot
Reported in April 2013
Private property
Currently unfunded
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B – Example Project
8158 Rosberg Ln
•
•
•
•

Reported sinkhole in 2014
Called back in 2018 to report
sinkhole larger
Private property
Currently unfunded

2014

2018
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Projects by Classification
AI: 2
<1%

126
31%

118
29%

AI
A
B

AI
694
58%

498
42%

A
B

159
40%

Total Active Projects

Unfunded Projects

Data as of 3/1/18
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C Service Request Classification

No longer qualifying condition since July 1, 2015

19

Characterizing C’s

400 re-investigations that were sampled in 2016
- 20% were reclassified to A or B
- 50% were found to have no work necessary
- 30% remain C’s, vast majority on private
property:
- Half are blockages
- Half are stream erosion
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C’s: No Work Necessary
Royston Rd / Bluff Wood Cove

Examples where no problem is observed, or
nothing that can be done to improve
Half of the C’s are “no work necessary”
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C’s: No Work Necessary
Tantilla Circle

Many nuisance problems qualified for
service, earlier in the life of the program.
Half of the C’s are “No work necessary”
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C’s: Examples of a Blockage

A small pipe blockage (left) was qualified,
earlier in the life of the program
Larger blockages (right) make up 15% of all
the C’s
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C’s : A Healthy Stream
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C’s: Moderate Stream Erosion
Eastbrook Rd

Chain-link fences initially
installed at edge of stream
Healthy streams shift over time
and can undermine fences
A better solution is to move
fences
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C’s: Moderate Stream Erosion

These conditions are prevalent
throughout Charlotte and other
urban areas in the Southeast

About 10% of the C’s are for
moderate stream erosion
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C’s: Severe Stream Erosion
Barringer Road

Example of land-owner removed vegetation along a creek that has hastened
stream erosion, harming surface water quality
About 5% of the C’s are for severe stream erosion
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Risks in Repairing C’s

•
•

Continuous stream erosion repaired at only the citizen-requested
property can worsen conditions downstream
Stream erosion should be addressed on a larger scale, on many
properties to effectively address the problem
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Citizen Interest in Low Priority ‘C’
Requests
Contacts by Citizens
• Storm Water Services receives
over 2,000 contacts from
citizens every year

C Requests

All Other
4,
7%

• Staff responds to an average
of 54 concerns annually that
include a member of City
Council
• 4 of these contacts relate to
classification ‘C’ requests

54,
93%

Council–Citizen Contacts Regarding Storm
Water Concerns Annually
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Cost Share Program
• Propose $5M over 5 years be allocated toward
a Cost Share Pilot Program for C requests
(based on 8% fee increase)
– Requires property owner to:
• Share the total cost of the project
• Donate easement, which then becomes future city
maintenance responsibility

• Program Implementation
– Evaluate and rank the C requests that have called in
about the program since July 2015
– Add program information to website
– Initiate program in January 2019
– Start projects as funding and resources allow
30

Value of Customer Requests

$1,047,016,323
$1,200,000,000
$1,000,000,000
$800,000,000

$630,750,000

C
B
A

$600,000,000

AI
$400,000,000

$267,595,629

$200,000,000

$122,808,444

$0

$ 25,862,250
Current Value
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Storm Water Financial Model
EXAMPLE
ONLY

10-Year Projection
Account Growth
Fee Collection Rate
Operating Expenses
Debt Service
Transfers to Capital

Debt Coverage Ratio
Fund Balance
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Impact of a Surcharge and Impact of
Eliminating ‘C’s
Assumes Fee Increases of 8%, 6%, 6%,….

Outstanding
Requests

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

AI, A, B, C

AI, A, B, C
Plus $25 for AI, A, B

AI, A, B

AI, A, B
Less $25 for C's
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Fee Scenarios
Impact to Outstanding Repair Request
18,000

15,000

Outstanding
Requests

12,000

No Increases
3% Annual

9,000

8% Then 6% Annual
9% Annual
12% Annual

6,000

3,000

0

Assumes no C’s
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Modeling for Fee Increases
•

Storm Water Services projects its financial model for ten years
into the future

•

Financial model assumes growth in fees to mitigate cost inflation
and to grow capacity of the program

•

The FY 17 budget did not include a fee increase
FY 2016 Financial Plan Rates Actuals versus Projection
Estimated
$
%
FY 2016

Adopted
$

Projected
%

$

%

$8.13

FY 2017

$8.62

6.00%

$8.13

0.00%

FY 2018

$9.09

5.50%

$8.13

0.00%

FY 2019

$9.55

5.00%

$8.79

8.00%

FY 2020

$9.98

4.50%

$9.32

6.00%

FY 2021

$10.37

4.00%

$9.88

6.00%

FY 2022

$10.74

3.50%

$10.47

6.00%
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Fee Equivalencies
These are not proposals; these are examples of how different
funding methods compare for generating revenue:

1% Fee
Increase

$3.09
Surcharge

0.0660 cent
Property
Tax

$638k

8.1% Fee
Increase

$25.00
Surcharge

0.5337 cent
Property
Tax

$5.2M

7.6% Fee
Increase

$23.42
Surcharge

0.5000 cent
Property
Tax

$4.8M
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Recommended Action

Staff Recommendation
1. Remove ‘C’ requests from regular minor
repair list, and
2. Create a pilot cost-share program for ‘C’
requests funded at $5M over 5 years.
(Based on 8% fee increase)
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Discussion

Discussion
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